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Green Function Theory of Ferromagnetism 
(Received ~arch 25，1969) 

Abstract 

Mitsuru FUKUCHI* 

Kazuo SHIIKI蝉

Theory of ferromagnetism in Heisenberg model is investigated by Green function 

method. In low temperature region， the Green function appropriate to Dyson 

Hamiltonian and its Hermitian adjoint one is worked out by means of series 

expansion for the mass operator of the Green function. The behaviour of a 

ferromagnet in wider temperature range has been worked out using the original 

Hami1tonian in spin operators by means of the various decoupling approximations. 

They are criticized and their degrees of approximation and the merits and de-

merits are considered mainly from the criterion of microscopic view-ponit and 

are expressed in a table. 

1. Introd uction 

Since Tyablikov published his paperl)， many people have studied about the 

Heisenberg ferromagnet using the method of two time Green function. For instance， 

using an intuitive decoupling method， Tahir-Kheli and Ter-Haar2) developed the 

theory in the low temperature region， and succeeded in getting the result which 

agrees with Dyson's spin wave theory.3) In the present work we develop the succes-

sive perturbation expansion for the two time Green function， and compare the results 

with those obtained by others and show that the excitation energies in Dyson's ideal 

Hamiltonian agree with those of his Hermitian adjoint one concretely. 

Now， the method of two time Green function has various merits. As one of these 

merits， we cite an instance， we can obtain microscopic properties i.e.， elementary 

excitation energieso
) directly from the knowledge of the Green function， and at the 

same time macroscopic properties (magnetization， specific heat， etc.) can be obtained 

using “spectrum theorem1
)" • By the way. decoupling approximations have been 

made taking into account of macroscopic propertles. Temperature expansion of 

magnetization contains many terms which are due to the wave number dependence 

of the spin wave energy and don't reflect directly the e妊ectof the interaction of 

spin waves. Thus we may decide the degree of the approximation rather directly 

in the temperature expansion of spin wave excitation energy. In this paper， we 
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don't propose a new decoupling approximation, but we reconsider about some 
decoupling approximations previously done, namely, Tyablikov decoupling, Hartree
Fock type decoupling, Callen decoupling6> and Katsura-Horiguchi decoupling7) in the 
above mentioned microscopic view-point. As a result, in low temperature region, 
we conclude that Tyablikov decoupling does not agree, but Hartree-Fock type deco
upling and Callen decoupling agree with Dyson's spin wave theory completely for 
any spin magnitude S in the elementary excitation energies. 

Getting near the Curie temperature, elementary excitation energy goes to zero by 
Tyablikov decoupling and Callen decoupling, but elementary excitation energy has 
some value according to Hartree-Fock type decoupling and Katsura-Horiguchi deco
upling. Thus the improvement achieved in Katsura-Horiguchi decoupling gives us 
some doubts in the above view-point. 

II. Two time Green function and perturbation theory 

Let A(t) and B(t') be any time dependent operators in the Heisenberg representa
tion. The advanced and retarded Green functions are defined as follows, 

Gr(t, t')=-ifJ(t-t')([A(t), B(t')]) 

Ga(t, t') =ifJ (t' -t)([A(t), B(t') ]) 

1 t>t' o (t-t') = {
0 t<t' 

The square brakets, [ ] represent the commutator or anticommutator. 

[A, B]=AB-r;BA 

r; = { 1 
-1 

for commutator 
for anticommutator 

(2-1) 

(2-2) 

In this paper, we take the following notations, Gr,a(t, t') or G~~~(t, t') for commu
tator, G~;~(t, t') for anticommutator. The angular brackets, < ) indicate an average 
over a grand canonical ensemble, 

(A(t))=Z-1 Tr(exp(- [j.7t')A(t)) 

Z = T r ( exp (- [j .7t') ) 

[j= 1/kT 

(2-3) 

where .7t' denotes the Hamiltonian of the system and Z means the grand partition 
function. 

Let G~~~(E) be the Fourier component of the Green function G~~~(t, t')=G~~~(t-t'). 

00 

cc±)(t-t') = Jcc±)(E)e-iECt-t') dE r,a r,a 

(2-4) 

cc±)(E) = _!__ Jc<±)(t)eiEt dt r,a 2 1C r.a 

( 2) 
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Now, c<;)(E) and G<!)(E) are two branches of one analytical function G<±)(E). 

(2-5) 

G<±) (E) is determined from the equation of motion. This equation is expressed in 

energy representation as follows, 

E GC±l(£)= 2~ ([A, BJ>+<[A(t), K(t)J_; B(t')';?>('i:) (2-6) 

where (([A(t) ,K(t) J_;B(t') ))<i:) is the Fourier component of (([A(t),K(t) J_;B(t')))<±). 

If we can solve the equation (2-6) using any approximation and obtain G(E), 

we can determine (B(t')A(t)) according to "spectrum theorem0 ", 

(B(t')A(t))=iJG<±)(w+is)-G<±)(w-is) xe-icu<t-t') dw (s~+O) (2-7) 
-oo e~'"- r; 

Following Pike's theorem5) we can determine the elementary excitation energy 

from the pole of G(E). 

If we consider about the ((a(t) ; c(t'))) type Green function, the pole of G(E) gives 
the elementary excitation energy,where a is an annihilation operator of a particle, 

and c is any operator. 
Now we indicate the perturbation theory4) for two time Green function briefly. 

We consider about the ((a(t) ; c(t'))) type Green function, 

[a, K 0]=Ka 

[a, K1]=R1a' } 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

where Ko is unperturbed part and s K 1 is perturbed part of Hamiltonian K. The 
quantity s is a parameter and represents the smallness of the magnitude of the per

turbation. Ko and K 1 are assumed to satisfy the equations (2-8) and (2-9) respective
ly. K and R1 are some linear operators, and a' is some new operator appropriate to 
the problem. Using the equations (2-6), (2-8) and (2-9), we construct the equation 
of motion for ((a(t); c(t')))E, 

E((a(t); c(t')))E= 
2
1
n ([a, c])+K((a(t); c(t')))E 

+ sR1((a'(t); c(t')))E 

We rewrite this equation in the symbolical form, 

L1G1 =l1 + s R1G2 

(2-10) 

Then, we construct the equation of motion for G2, thus we obtain the equation, 

L2G2=l2+ sR2G3 

( 3) 
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In general, we obtain the infinite chain of simultaneous equations, 

L1G1 =l1 +eR1G2 

L2G2=lz+ER2G3 

The quantities Ln and In are functions of E, 

L1 =Ln <~) +eLn (1) + ..... . 
ln=fn<O) +cf n(l)+ ..... . 

} (2-11) 

Now we denote by Gn<oJ, Gn<o,oJ the solution of the following equations respectively, 

We define the mass operator M 1 by the equation, 

CL1-M1)G1 =l1 

Comparing (2-12) with the first of equations (2-11), we see that 

M1 = sR1G2(G1)-1 

Introducing the notation, 

(2-12) 

(2-13) 

(2-14) 

and substituting G1 from (2-12) into (2-13), we obtain the following equation, 

M1 = s X1 CL1-M1) 

This can be solved as follows, 

(2-15) 

or, expanding in a series of s XlJ 

M 1= { sX1- ( sX1) 2 + ( sX1)3+ ... }L1 (2-16) 

But we must not forget that X1 is a function of s. From the system of equations 
(2-11) we obtain 

Gz=G2<o)+ c -l--; R2G3 

- G <o) + 1 R G <o) + 2 1 R 1 R G co)+ - 2 s I;; 2 3 s -L-; 2 -y;; 3 4 ••• 

Using (2-14), (2-16) and (2-17), we can obtain the mass operator M 1 

of the parameter s formally. 

M1=sM/+s 2M 1"+ ... 
M/=R1G2 Ol{G1COJ}- 1 

M1" =R1-1- R2G3<0){ G1<0J}- 1-R1G2<0J { G1 <Ol}- 1 -~ R1G2<0>{G1COJ}-l 
L2 L1 

( 4) 

(2-17) 

in a series 

l (2-18) 
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Then we can obtain G1 approximately in a series expansion of the parameter .s. If 
.s K 1 is really smaller than Ko, the representation of the equation (2-18) is valid. 

III. Dyson's spin wave ; application of the previous 

perturbation expansion 

The Heisenberg Hamiltonian is given by 

K=-gp.nH I: Stz_ I: ](l-m)St • Sm 
t t,m 

(3-1) 

where t-tn is the Bohr magneton, g the Lande g-factor, and His the applied magnetic 

field which is assumed to be along the +z-direction. Sz is the spin operator (in units 
of h/2rr) at site l, and ](l-m) is the exchange integral between ions at site l and m. 

Now, we introduce the following transformation (Maleev transformations)), 

St+= (25) 112 (at-attatat!2S) 

Sz-= (25) 112att 

Stz =5-attat 

(3-2) 

where att and at are the boson creation and annihilation operators referring to 
the spin deviation at the lattice site l. These operators satisfy the following com-
mutation relations, 

(3-3) 

The original Heisenberg Hamiltonian is expressed after the transformation (3-2) 

into the form of Dyson's ideal Hamiltonian Kn, 

K n =-gp.nHSN-N .r(O)S2 

+ (gp.sH +2S.r(O)) I: attat-25 I: ](l-m)attam (3-4) 
t l,m 

+ I: ](l-m) (at tam t amam -aztalarn tam) 
l,m 

where N is the total number of spins in the lattice, and .r( ).1) is defined by 

(3-5) 

The last term in Kn is not Hermitian. But we shall show later that this difficulty 
is out of the question. 

Now, we introduce the spin wave creation and annihilation operators in wave num
ber representation, 

att = }- I: e-w · ')l)a')l t 
-vN')I 

(3-6) 

where the sum over ).1 are carried out within the first Brillouin zone. We can easily 
show that operators a)lt and a)l satisfy the boson type commutation relations. 

( 5) 
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Now we get 

where 

K 0 =-gpnHSN -N ..sr(O)S2+ L: [gpnH +2S(..sr(O)-Y()))) ]a)l tav 
~ 

and further we remark, 

Kot=Ko 
1 Ktt= N L: [..sr(J.+p-)))-Y(J.-)))]a,ta"ta~a•+l'-v 

''"'" 

(3-7) 

(3-8) 

(3-9) 

(3-10) 

(3-9') 

(3-10') 

In the low temperature, we can assume that the term K 1 is the small perturbation. 
So, we introduce the parameter s and rewrite the equation (3-8) as, 

(3-8') 

For our discussions we consider the following Green function in wave number space, 

(3-11) 

In order to construct the equation of motion for this Green function, we take the 
commutator aK with Ko and K1. 

[aK, Ko]-={gpnH+2S[Y(0)-Y(K)]}aK 

s / 0) =gp8 H +2S[..sr(O)-Y(K) J 
1 

[aK, K1J= N E [..sr().)+Y(K)-Y(A-p)-Y(K-p)]a,ta"aK+.<-p 

D(a, [', r, o)=..sr(a)+..sr(f')-..sr(r)-..sr(o) 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

(3-14) 

(3-15) 

Comparing the equations (3-8'), (3-12) and (3-14) with (2-8) and (2-9) we see that 
we can use our perturbation theory previously described in low temperature region. 
1) The zeroth order approximation 

We neglect the pertubation term sK1 in this approximation. We construct the 
equation of motion for ((aK; aKt))E from the equations (2-6) and (3-12). Then we 
obtain, 

which can be solved as, 

(3-16) 

From Pike's theorem, sKco) is the elementary excitation energy of a non-interacting 
spin wave with wave vector ". 

Now we use the relation (2-7), "spectrum theorem". In the following we confine 
to the nearest neighbor approximation, that is, 

( 6) 
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{ 
](l-m)=] 

](l-m) =0 otherwise, 
if l and m are nearest neighbors 

and calculate only about the simple cubic lattice. Then we get, 

and 

1 
<n> = N ~ <aK taK) 

= Z(3/2)z-312+ 3: Z(5/2)z-512+ ~~ n2Z(7 /2)z-712+ ... 

<Sz)=S-<n) 

where r=kT/Bn]S and Z(P)= f: _!__ e -ngpBHI'. 
n=l nP 

95 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

From the equation (3-18), we understand that n represents the deviation of mag
netization from the saturated value S. In low temperature region, the average of 
this deviation <n> is so small that it is adequate to neglect the fourth order term 
in the Hamiltonian :KD. Equation (3-17) represents a boson-distribution for the spin 
wave occupation numbers. 
2) The first order approximation 

We construct the equation of motion for ((al(; aKt))E, accurately from the equations 
(2-6), (3-12), (3-13), (3-14) and (3-15), 

E ((a~e; al(t))E = 2~ + s/0)((aK; aK t))E 

(3-19) 

As we want to apply the perturbation theory described previously to this problem, 
we proceed to construct the equation of motion for ((a.lta,..aK+.l-p; a~et))E. 

Using the following relations, 

and 

we obtain the equation required within the first order approximation, 

E ((a.lta,.aK+A-p; a~et))Eco,o) = 2~ <n.l)(oK,,.+o.l,,.) 

+ (- s .l<o) + s ,co)+ s ~02 .. -J ((a.lta,.aK+.l-p ; aK t)) E<o,o) 

where n.~=a.~ta.~. Then we solve ((a.~ta,..aK+'-"; a~et))E<o,o) to get, 

We combine this with the equation (3-16). 

( 7) 

(3-20) 

(3-21) 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 
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Equation (3-24) corresponds exactly to the Hartree-Fock approximation and agrees 
with the Tahir-Kheli and Ter-Haar decoupling. 

We rewrite the equations (3-19) and (3-22) using the notations defined previously, 

and 

L1 ((aK; aK t)) E =11 + s R1 ((a.~ta~'aK+A-p ; aK t)) E 

L2<0> ((a.~tapaK+A-p; aKt))E<o,o)=l2 

L 1 =E- sK<O), L2<0> =E+ s ,co)_ s /o)_ s <+.<~o;. 

1 12 = 
2

7r (n,~) ( OK,p+ 0 .l,p) 

1 
Rl = N I: D(}., !C, A-p, K-p) 

.l,p 

Using the equation (2-18), we obtain the mass operator in this approximation. 

M/ =LhK=RlG2<0,0){ Gl (0)}-1 

2 = N ~D(A,K,K-J.,O)(n,~) (3-25) 

(3-26) 

We calculate the temperature dependence of !::isK in low temperature region. 

!::isK=-[.sr(O)-.sr(K)] ir-Lt (1-;~~D(n;) (3-27) 

Jv t: (1- ;~~~) (n,~)=rrZ(5/2)r 5 1 2 + ~ rr2Z(7/2)r712+ ... (3-28) 

Then, the elementary excitation energy in the first order approximation is 

=gpBH+2S [.sr(O)-Y(K)] (1- ~ Z(5/2)r512+ ... ) (3-29) 

The elementary excitation energy in the zero applied field depends on the temper
ature with the leading term proportional to T 512 through the interaction between 
the spin waves. This temperature dependence agrees with the result of Keffer and 

London theory. 
Next, we calculate the magnetization (52

). 

(5 2)=5-(n) (3-18) 

(n) =Z(3/2)r31 2 + 1_ rr Z(5/2)r51 2 + 33 rr 2Z(7 /2)r712 
4 32 

+ 2~ rrZ(3/2)Z(5/2)r 4+ ... (3-18') 

This agrees with Dyson's spin wave theory without imperceptible differences. 
3) The second order approximation 

We shall improve the approximation further. So, we need the equation of motion 
for ((a.~tapaK+A-p; aKt))E completely. Thus the following commutator is required. 

( 8) 
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+D(A, fJ.h A- )..I, P.t-)..i)a.<tta"ta .. a,~+"t-1-a,~+"t-pt 

+D(A, K+At-Ph A-)..1, K+At-Pt-)..i)a.<tta"ta.<ta,aK+"+"t-,t-v} (3-30) 

We adjust the last term in the above equation into the form atataaa. Then the 
last term becomes, 

(3-31) 

From the equations (3-20), (3-21), (3-30) and (3-31), we obtain the equation of 

motion for ((a,t ta"taK+lt-pt ; a/( t)) E· 

[£+c.<t(O)_cpt(O)_c/(+Al-pt(O)J ((ai.ltaptaK+.lt-lll; a/(t))E 

- lv ~ D(ph "+At-Ph P.t- )..1, "+ At-.Ut- )../) ((a~.tta,aK+lt-v; a/(t))E 

+ Ns ~DO, K+At-Ph A-)..1, K+?.t-P.t-)..i)((a .. tta~ta"lavaK+At+.<-pt-v;a/(t))E 
.<,v 

- Ns ~ D(A, A, A- Ah A- At) ((a.<ta~ta.~+'~--•tapla•+•t-pt; a/(t))E .. ,v (3-32) 

We must obtain the equation of motion for ((aKttaK2taK3aK4a<5; a/(t))E required within 
the second order approximation. Using the equations, 

and 
.5 =([aKltaK2taK3a-<4aKs, aKtJ-> 

= ( 0 KhK5 OK2,K3 0 K4,K+ 0 Kh <3 0 <2,K5 0/(4 •/( + 0 KhK4 0 <2,<3 0 <5,< 

+ 0 <b<3 0 <2,<4 0 <5, < + 0 <b<4 0 <2,<5 0 <3,< 

(3-33) 

(3-34) 

we obtain a series of equations from the equations (3-19), (3-32), (3-33) and (3-34). 

L 1((a.; a.t)).z;;=11+sRl((a"Itapla,.+"l-P; a.i"))E 

L 2((a;.1ta"1a,+"I-pt; a.<t))E=12+ sR2((anta.2ta.3a.4a•5; a.t))E 

L3 <O)((a.l ta.2 ta.sa.4a•5 ; a. t)) E(o,o) =1 3 

La=E+ c .lt (O)_ c •+•1-,,l<O)- c Pl<Ol + sL2C1) 

( 9) 
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13 = .5 /2rr 

where L2 m represents the second term in the equation (3-32) (l.h.s.). At first, we 
obtain the expression of ((a,1ta"1ac+ll-pl; act))E<o) within the second order approxima
tion. From the equation (3-32), we obtain the equation for G2 correct up to the 
first order in s. 

[E+ e 11 (O)- e fJl (O)- e c+ll-pl (O) J ((all tafJlac+ll-pl ; act)) E (O) 

1 
= 2rr <n•1> (oc,"l+o,b"l) (3-35) 

+;; ~ D(pl,K+ ,{1-Pl·Pl-).I,K+.A.l-pl-lJ) ((a,ltal-ac+ll-11; act))ECO) 

We solve this using the successive approximation, that is, the second term in the 
right hand side is expressed with the use of zero order one (3-23). 

(3-36) 

According to the equation (2-18), M/ is obtained as, 

(3-37) 

Next we have to obtain ((a. 1 ta.2 ta.3a.4a.5 ; a. t)) E co,o) to get the second order mass 

operator M1"· 

= 2~ ('li:2 e(~~~) { 0 ch <4 0 •2••3 0 "' <5 + 0 <h<3 0 •2••4 0 •••5 + 0 .11.5 0 .2~e3 0 .,.4 + 0 .h.3 0 .2,.50 .,.4 

+ o • .,.5o<2><40c,c3+ o • .,.4o•2••50c,c3} 

After a series of tedious calculation, we get M 1" explicitely. 

Mt'' =RlL2 -lR2G3 CO,O) { Gl (O) }-1-R1G2CO) { Gl CO) }-1L.-lR1G2<0) {c. (.0) }-l 

=-?- L: D(.A.h K, ,{1-Ph K-p.) D(p., ~r+.A..-p., K-p., .A..-p.) 
N 2 11, pi E + s 11 <OJ- s "1 <O)- s •+ll-Pl <O) 

(10) 

(3-38) 
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Then the mass operator M 1 accurate within the second order approximation is ex

pressed as, 

2 M 1=s N ~ D()., K, K-A, 0) (n1) 

+sz2 L:: D()., K, A-p., K-p.) D(p., K+A-p., K-p., ).-p.) 
N 2 

'·" E+s,<O)_s/0)-sd 1~0~ 

X ( (n,)+(n,) (n11)+(n,) (n.,+,_,)-(n11) (n.,+,-fl)) (3-39) 

This result agrees with that Tahir-Kheli and Ter-Haar have obtained in their higher 
order decoupling theory. For the Green function in this accuracy, we have, 

where 

and 

R (E) =2PL::D()., K, A-p, K-p.) D(p., K+A-p, K-p, ).-p.) 
" N 2 '·~' E+s/0)-s,<0>-sH 1 ~0~ 

X { (n,) + (n,) (n,) + (n,) (n.,+,_,)- (n,) (nH,_,)} 

r.,(E)=;; L:: DO,"· A-p., ~r-p.) D(p, ,.+;.-p., ~r-p, A-p.) 

X { (n,)+(n,) (n")+(n,) (n.,+,_,)-(n") (n.,+,-fl)} 

X o (E- s ,/0)- s dl~o~+ s ,<o)) 

(3-40) 

(3-41) 

(3-42) 

r., means the damping coefficient of spin waves, and appears firstly in this approxi
mation. We can expect that r., is much smaller than !:u.,+R.,. So we can assume 
that the spin wave in low temperature region is the well defined quasi boson with 
the elementary excitation energy s / 2). 

(3-43) 

The main effect of R., in low temperature proves to be minor modification of the 
coefficient of T 512 term and the appearance of higher terms in temperature. 

At last we investigate the difficulty of the non-Hermitic character in .PC' D. So we 
calculate the Green function using .?C'Dt instead of .?C'D, we obtain the results. 

2 
!:ls.,=N ~ D()., "• A-K, O)(n,) (3-25') 

R.=2P L:: D(K, )., A-p, K-p.) D(K+A-p, ~r+).-p., K-p., A-p.) 
Nz J.·fl E+ s /o)_ s /o>_ s <+•~o~ 

x ( (n,)+(n,) (n11)+(n,) <n•+•-">-<n.+;._") (n")) (3-41') 

X ( (n_.)+(n,) (n,) +(n,) (n.,+,_,)-(n") <n•+•-">) 
X o (E- s, <o)_ s dl~o~+ s / 0 J) (3-42') 

Equation (3-25') agrees with equation (3-25). But equations (3-41') and (3-42') are 
different from equations (3-41) and (3-42) respectively. The difference is 

(11) 
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x ( (n;.)+(n;.) (n,)+(n;.) (nK+J._,)-(nK+J._,) (n,)) 

We transform the sum over p into the sum over K + il- p. The sum over p is in
variant for this transformation. Then, 

X ( (n;.)+(n;.) (nK+J.-.u> +(n;.) (n,)-(nK+J._,) (n,)) = -D.RK 

Thus we have !::.RK=O. Similarly, llrK=O. 

This property seems to conserve in higher order terms. So, Kn and Knt have the 
same effect for the elementary excitation energy. 

IV. Tyablikov, Callen and Hartree-Fock type decoupling 

So far our main interest is concerned only with the behaviour in low temperature 
region, where the boson treatment is a good approximation. When the temperature 
is raised towards the Curie point, however, interaction between spin waves dynam
ical as well as kinematical will predominate and the effects of unphysical states may 
not be ignored. Thus we return to the original Heisenberg Hamiltonian (3-1) and 
think about the problem in spin operators S+, s- and sz. Using the equations, 

K=-gpnH I: slz_ I: ](1-m) (tS~sm-+~SzS;;+StzSmz) 
l l,m 

and introducing the quantity, 

we construct the equation of motion for the Green function, 

Gta,,lt, t') =\\S1+(t); eas~sg-(t'))) 

We write down the equation with the Fourier component in time, 

EG1~11 (E) = ~:) o J, 11 + gpBHG/11 (E) 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

(4-4) 

-2 ,6 ](f-f')\\(S/St,+-St+St,z); eas~sg-))E (4-5) 
f' 

where GJ711 (E) is the Fourier transform of G/11 (t, t'), 

Ga (E) = _!_Joo Ga (t-t')eiECt-l')df 
J,g 2 rr -co J,g 

The last term in equation ( 4-5) is a new higher order Green function. So, we must 

use some approximation to solve the equation of motion (4-5). The new Green 
function in the equation is expressed by means of the original one and the statis
tical parameters, namely the approximation of decoupling is introduced, thus we may 

(12) 
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obtain the good properties in the wider range of temperature, including some higher 
order effects properly. 

In this paragraphs we consider the following three decoupling types. 

Tyablikov; ((S1zSj,; e"8 ~S11-)) ~(52) ((Sj,; e"8~Sy-)) 

Hartree-Fock; ((S1zsj,; e"s;sg-)) ~(52) ((Sj,; e"8 ~Sg -)) 

-
2
1 (S 1- Sj,) ((S 1+ ; e"8~ Sg -)) 

Callen; ((S1zSj,; e"8~Sg-)) ~ (Sz) ((Sj,; eas~sg-)) 

- _1_ (Sz) (S -s+) liS +. eas; S _,, 
25 5 f !' \\ f ' g II 

(4-6) 

( 4-6') 

( 4-6'') 

Taking into account that G1.~(E) depends only on the difference of the lattice vec

tors f and g, we can change to the wave number representation. 

Then we obtain the results, 

Ga(E)= 8(a)_1_ 
" 2n E-Ev 

N.= (ef3E•-1)-1 

P 1 -
s= N ~ Nv 

Tyablikov; Ev=gpBH +2 (Sz) [..r(O) -..r( v) J 

Hartree-Fock; E 11 =gpBH +2 (Sz) (1+/) [..r(O)-..r( v )] 

Callen; Ev=gpBH +2 (52
) ( 1 + (~z) f) [..r(O) -..r( v) J 

where 

(4-7) 

(4-8) 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

( 4-11) 

( 4-11') 

( 4-11") 

(4-12) 

Callen6) and Tahir-Kheli et al9 ) showed the following relation holds good self-consis

tently. 

<
Sz) = (S-Ps)(1+Ps) 28 + 1 +(1+S+Ps)P~8+1 

(1 + Ps)2S+l_ p~s+t 
( 4-13) 

In the low temperature, we obtain the same results for three approximation up to 
the T 51 2-term. But in the higher order these results contain different terms. 

Tyablikov; 

(Sz) = S-Z(3/2)r31 2 -
3n Z(5/2)r51 2 -

33 n 2Z(7 /2)r 71 2 

4 32 

- 2~ Z 2(3/2)r3- 3; Z(3/2)Z(5/2)r 4 + (2S + 1)Z28 +1(3/2)z-3s+t .. ( 4-14) 

(13) 
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Hartree-Fock and Callen ; 

(Sz)=S-Z(3/2)r312 -
3

7r Z(5/2)r512 -
33 rr 2Z(7/2)r71 2 

4 32 

_l__ rrZ(3/2)Z(5/2)r 4+ (25+ 1)Z2S+l (3/2)r3s+~ 
2S 

f = 1 Z(3/2)r312
- 4~ Z(5/2)r512 + ... 

(4-14') 

(4-15) 

Comparing the equations (3-17'), (3-18') with (4-14) and (4-14'), we see that the 

results of Hartree-Fock and Callen decoupling correspond to Dyson's spin wave 
result except for the case S=~. For the case S=!, the term r 38+~ in the equation 
(4-14') gives incorrect contribution to the r 3 term. The higher order term r 38+fr 

also gives incorrect contribution to the r 4 term. But the result of Tyablikov deco
upling does not agree with Dyson's spin wave theory for all S. Combining the equa

tions (4-14), (4-14'), (4-15) and (4-11, 11', 11") respectively we can determine the 
temperature dependence of the elementary excitation energy E")J in low temperature 

region. 
Tyablikov; 

E,.=gp.BH +2S[Y(0) -Y( 21) J ( 1- 1 Z(3/2)r31 2
- ~~ Z (5/2)r51 2 + ... ) 

Hartree-Fock and Callen; 

E,.=gp.BH+2S[Y(0)-Y(v)] (1- ~ Z(5/2)r512 + ... ) 

(4-16) 

(4-16') 

The equation (4-16') corresponds to the equation (3-29) and Dyson's result for all 
S. The microscopic property is accurate in these two approximations for all S. 
This means that the error of Hartree-Fock or Callen decoupling arises from taking 
the statistics. The equation ( 4-16) is different from Dyson's spin wave theory. So, 
Tyablikov decoupling has the error in microscopic and macroscopic natures in the 

low temperature. 
Next, we consider at Curie temperature. For simplicity, we consider only about 

the zero field case, H =0. At Curie temperature, we assume (Sz) is vanishingly 
small. Then we can prove by Tyablikov and Callen decoupling approximation, 

E,.=O 

but from Hartree-Fock approximation, we may conclude 

E .. ~o 

(4-17) 

( 4-17') 

at Curie temperature. We, however, don't get Curie point by Hartree-Fock approx
imation directly, so we take extrapolatic Curie point in this approximation. This 
circumstance also corresponds to Boson approximation in III. 

E,. ~ 0 means that numbers of elementary excitation may be very large, so we 
may predict that the life time of the elementary excitation is very short. This state 
of affairs seems to be one expected at Curie temperature. Although, we don't have 

(14) 
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any information about the life time by these decoupling approximations, we may 
conclude that Callen and Tyablikov decoupling can be used at near Curie temper
ature too, but Hartree-Fock type decoupling fails at near Curie temperature. 

V. Katsura and Horiguchi decoupling 

This decoupling was proposed to improve the magnetization dependence on tem
perature in wider range for the case S = l. But it is difficult to extend the method 
for arbitrary S values. This seems to be one of the defects of this decoupling. 

In the case S=!, the spin operators can be expressed in terms of the Pauli ope
rators. 

s,+=b, 

s,-=b,+ 

s,z=l-b,+b, 

(5-1) 

Pauli operators satisfy the following commutation or anticommutation relations. 

[bJ, b,+]+=1 

[bh bt]+=[b,+, bt+J+=O 

[bh bu +]_= (1-2b,+bt) o hu 

Introducing the expression (5-1) into the Hamiltonian (3-1), we obtain 

%=-! NY(O)- ~ Ngp,BH+{Y(O)+gp,BH} ~ bl+bl 

- I: ](l-m)bl+bm- I: ](l-m) bl+blbm +bm 
l,m t,m 

We consider about the following Green functions, 

Gl~)(t, t') =((b,(t) 'b .. ,+(t')))C±) 

and obtain the equations of motion in energy representation as follows. 

1 [E-gp,BH-Y(O)] G"/+)(E)= 
2

n (2bg+bt+C1-2n,)o!fg) 

- I: f(f-f') Gt,,g(+) (E) +2 I: f(f-f') ((b,+btbt,; bg+))E(+) 
r r 

[E-gp,BH-Y(O)J G1 ,(/<-)(E)=
2
1n ((1-2n1 )o1 ,g) 

- I:J(f-f') Gf',g(-)(E)+2 I:J(f-f') ((b/btbt,; bg+))EC-) 
r J' 

Katsura and Horiguchi proposed the following decoupling approximation, 

((bt+btbt•; bg+))C±) ~ (bt+bt) ((b,,; bg+))C±) 

(5-2) 

(5-3) 

(5-4) 

(5-5) 

+(bt+bt,) ((bt; bg+))C+) (5-7) 

(15) 
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and could solve the resulting simultaneous equations, 

where 

u=1-2 (bt+bt) 

E 11 =gpBH+u[..r(O) -Y(J.J)] 

Qll = [ y (0)- y ( ).J) J p 

- 2 ..r(A) 
P- N ~ ..r(O) n, 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 

In the equations (5-8), we remark, there are two kinds of elementary excitation with 
the energies Ev, 

(5-10) 

In the low temperature, we get u and p as the functions of r, then we obtain the 
temperature dependence of elementary excitation energies explicitly. 

E11 =gpBH +[..r(O)-Y(J.J )] (l=F2nZ(5/2)-r 51 2 + ... ) (5-10') 

Comparing the equations (5-10') with (3-29), one of the elementary excitations 
corresponds to the Dyson's spin wave theory. But the other does not correspond 
to Dyson's one. We interpret these excitations as follows. The reason why two 
kinds of excitations arise is that this decoupling approximation does not close in one 
kind of approximations. So, two excitation energies correspond to (b1+b1)<-) system 
obtained from c<-)(E) and (bt+bt)C+) system obtained from GC+)(E) respectively. 
But we have to conclude (b,+b1)<-)= (b 1+b1)<+), if the approximation is accurate. 
Because of these discussions, we can't assent to this decoupling approximation. 

Next, we consider at Curie temperature in case of no applied field. At Curie 
temperature, we suppose u to vanish, but the elementary excitation energy may not 
vanish from the equations (5-1 0) . 

VI. Conclusion and summary 

We have studied Heisenberg ferromagnet in preceding two paragraphs using the 
method of Green function by some decoupling approximations from the microscopic 
viewpoint. We obtain some defects and meanings of these decoupling approximation 
that is not explicit in the macroscopic viewpoint. 

(16) 
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We construct the table to understand the merits and demerits of the decoupling 
approximations at the same time. The table consists of the grand columns and the 

sub-columns. The sub-columns represent the order of the approximations in accu
racy. The mark x means that this approximation can not be used. Two columns 

of the left side represent the elementary excitation energy (microscopic property). 

The next two columns represent the macroscopic properties, and we indicate the rea

son of the error. The underlines mean that these terms are wrong only in the nu

merical values of the coefficients. The last column represents Curie point, kTc/]. 

The upper lines are for the case S = ~ and the lower lines for the case S = 1. To get 
Curie point in the perturbation expansion approximation we have to use the extrapo
lation method, and we cite in the table the result of Harada. 10 ) 

At last, we present one problem. We solve Hamiltonian (3-8) using the method 
of temperature Green function by the diagram technique11l used in quantum sta
tistical mechanics. We can correspond this result to the results (3-13), (3-26) and 

(3-27) within the first order approximation. But we proceed into the second order 

appraximation to get the following result. 

Table 1. Degrees of the various approximations 

Types of elementary excitation energy 

I 
magnetization Curie point 

I 
T~T, 

approximation T~Tc T~T,, H=O 
5=~ I 5;;;;1 kL/1 

Boson g11nH 
2.84 

(Perturbation 1 +25 [ .T(0)-.7(v)] 
X 1 standard 1 standard 

(1 '" z( 5) " ) theory) x _,s 2 :-"+--- 5.68 

g,"nH 25 [.7(0)-.7(v)] incorrect incorrect 1. 98 
Tyablikov 3 +25 [.7(0)-.7(v)] 1 4 zl, ~ 3 -3 _, 

x (1-{- z(f):-~-~ z(1}~+---) x,J r,r:.(l-r:/r:o) 
4 • .:_ 

5. 28 terms terms 

Hartree g11uH incorrect 
2 +25 [.7(0)-.T(v)] 

X 3 -;3,~ 2 correct ? 
-Fock x (1-1 z(-}) ~1+ ... ) terms 

gfLr,H 25 [.7(0)-.7( ")] incorrect 2.65 
Callen 2 +25 [.7(0)-.7( "')] 1 3 rl, ~ 2 correct 

x (1-1 z(-%}1+ ... ) x~/A~7i-r:/r:,) terms 6.48 

Katsura and gflnH incorrect 2. 51 
4 +[.7(0)-..7( "')] X 2 

r 3, r' ? 
Horiguchi x ( n= 2-.z(i-):-1+ ... ) 

? ? terms 

r _ 10C(5+1) A-r {1 1 r C }-t 
'- 4S2+4S+5C-3' - ' - 2Z '(5S +2)C-2(S + 1) 

<o=2(S+1)/3C, <c=2(S+1){'(45+1)C-(S+ 1) }/9SC2 

C= _v_J Y(O) d'" 
(2r.) 3 Y(O)-Y(v) 

z is the number of nearest neighbours in a crystal. 

(17) 
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2n((a~; a~t))E= E-
1
s/o) + (E-!~(0)) 2 '}; ~ D(K, fl, K-p, 0) (n") 

+ 1 2 I: D()., K, A-p, K-p) D(p, K+ A-p, p-A, K-f.l) 
(E-s ~\ 0)) 2 N 2 

•·" E+ s / 0)- s / 0)- s~0~•-" 

X { (n;.) + (n;.) (n") + (n;.) <n~+A-fl>- (n") (n~+;.-")} 

x { (n,,) (n;.) +<n") (n;.) 2
} 

The last term does not appear in the equation (3-40). We expect that the result 
obtained in use of the perturbation expansion for the mass operator of the two time 
Green function and the result obtained in use of the perturbation theory in the tem
perature Green function must coincide with each other because both methods use 
the expansion procedure in the parameter of the same perturbation. We don't still 
solve this problem. 

The authors express their sincere thanks to Mr. Harada for his valuable discus
sions. 
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